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Let X be a real Banach space, X* its conjugate space and T a mapping 
from X to the set 2x* of all subsets of X*. In this note we shall examine the 
solvability of the relation 0 E T(w) assuming that T is pseudo-monotone (see 
definition below) and that a “boundary condition” of the following type holds: 
there exists r > 0 such that for all h > 0 and all 11 x 11 = Y  it follows that 
0 6 T(x) + h](x), where J is the duality mapping of X (see definition below). 
Conditions of this type are somewhat more general than coerciveness. When 
X is a Hilbert and T is single-valued such a condition reduces to the so-called 
Leray-Schauder condition. More precisely, Leray-Schauder conditions which 
occur in the theory of fixed points for mappings A : X-t X, are of the 
following form: there exists r > 0 such that 0 f ,4x - px, for all TV > 1 
and all 11 x I/ = Y; see Kaniel [5] for compact and quasi-compact map- 
pings, Petryshyn [6] for P-compact mappings, and the author [4] for 
Galerkin approximable operators. Here we consider mappings from X to its 
conjugate space X*, and the techniques used are those largely developed by 
Browder in [3] and in earlier work. 
A subset of the Cartesian product X x X* is said to be monotone if, for 
all [x, U] and [y, V] in X x X*, it follows that 
(u - v, x - y) > 0, 
where (,) denotes the duality pairing between X and X*. The graph G(T) of a 
mapping T from X to 2x* is by definition the set {[x, U] E X x X* :UE T(x)}. 
A mapping T from X to 2x* is said to be monotone if its graph G(T) is a 
monotone set. And T is said to be maximal monotone if(i) it is monotone and 
(ii) if G(T) C G(T,), where Tl is a monotone mapping from X to 2x*, then 
T = Tl . The duality mapping of X is a mapping of X into 2x* defined by 
J(x) = {u E X* : (u, x) = 11 x Jj2, I/ u )I = Ij x II}, for each x in X. (As a matter 
of fact this is the duality mapping with gauge function p(r) = r, cf. Browder 
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We preface our main theorem with a result which is essentially contained 
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in Rockafellar [7, Theorem 51. The reason for including it here is two-fold. 
First is the exact analogue of our Theorem 1 for the case of a maximal mono- 
tone mapping, and it is interesting to have it explicitly stated. Second the 
proof presented here, which follows Rockafellar [7] and an earlier suggestion 
of Browder [2, p. 921, contains the main idea we later use to prove our 
Theorem 1. Let us denote B,. = {x E X : 11 x jl < Y} and S, = {x E X : 11 x jj = Y]. 
The effective domain of a mapping T from X to 2x* is the set 
D(T) = (x E X : T(x) f  a}. 
A mapping T from X to 2x* is said to be coercive if there exists r > 0 such 
that, for j( IV I/ > Y, it follows (u, x) > 0 for all u E T(x). 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, X* its conjugate space, and 
T a maximal monotone mapping from X to 2x’. Suppose that 0 E D(T), and 
that there exists Y  > 0 such that for all h > 0 and all x E D(T) n S, we have 
0 6 T(s) + hJ(x), 
where J is the duality mapping of X defined above. Then there exists x0 E B, 
such that 0 E T(x,). 
Proof. Let us define the mapping N, from X 2x* by 
NT(‘) = !y!J(s), all X 3 0} 
if II x il < r 
if 11 x 11 = Y. 
The mapping N, is maximal monotone, Rockafellar [8], [9], and D(N,) = B, . 
Now consider the mapping IV = T + N, from X to 2x*. By a theorem of 
Rockafellar [7, Theorem l] the mapping W is maximal monotone. On the 
other hand D(W) = D(T) n B, is a bounded set and consequently it follows 
that I$’ is coercive. So the range 
R(W) = {u E X* : u E W(x) for some s E D(W)} 
is all of X*, Browder [3, Theorem 7.31. Th’ ’ is implies that there exists x0 in B, 
such that 0 E W(x,) = T(x,) + N,(x,). If II 3”s 11 < Y, we have N,(x,) = 0 and 
consequently 0 E T(xJ. And if jl x,, ]j = r, it follows that there exists X, > 0 
such that 0 E T(x,) + X,J(.v,). By our hypothesis, we see that X, must be 
zero. So, also in this case, we have 0 E T(x,,), and the proposition is proved. 
Let Y and 2 be topological spaces, a mapping T from Y to 2= is said to be 
upper-semicontinuous if, for each x,, in Y and each neighborhood V of T(x,) 
in 2, there exists a neighborhood U of x,, such that if x E U then T(x) C V. 
A mapping T from a Banach space X into 2x* is said to be pseudo-monotone 
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if (i) the restriction of T to each finite dimensional subspace F of X is 
upper-semicontinuous from F to 2x*, with X* given its weak* topology, 
(ii) for each x in X, T(x) is a non-empty, closed, bounded and convex 
subset of X*, and (iii) for every sequence {xn} converging weakly to 
x,, in X and such that lim sup(u, , 2c, - .Y,,) < 0, for u, E T(x,J, 
it follows that, for every y in X, there exists u(y) in T(x,) such that 
lim inf(u, , xn - y) 3 (I, x,, - y). The notion of a single-valued pseudo- 
monotone mapping was introduced by Brezis [I]. The multivalued case was 
studied by Browder [3]. Now let us state our main result, which extends 
Theorem 7.11 of Browder [3]. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, and T a pseudo-monotone 
mapping of X to 2x*. Suppose that there exists Y > 0 such that for all .v E S, and 
all h > 0 one has 
0 # T(x) + hJ(x). 
Then there exists x0 in B, such that 0 E T(x,). 
It is easy to see by an argument similar to one used in the proof of the 
above proposition that Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, and T a pseudo-monotone 
mapping of X to 2 x*. Let r be any given positive real number, and Nr the mapping 
from X to 2x* dejned as in the proof of the above proposition. Then the range 
R( T + N,) is all of X*. 
We shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let ,Y be a reflexive Banach space, K a weakly compact convex 
subset of X*, and x,, a fixed point in B,. . Suppose that for every x in B, there 
exists u(x) in K such that 
(u(x), so - x) & 0. 
Then there exist A,, > 0 and v0 E J(x,,) such that 
(1) 
- X,v, E K. (2) 
Proof. We first assume that 11 x0 11 < Y, and we then prove that 0 E K. 
Suppose, by contradiction, that 0 $ K. Then there exists y E X such that 
(u, y) > 0 for all u in K. By takingy sufficiently small in norm, it follows that 
y can be written as y = x0 - x with some x in B, . So (u, x0 - x) > 0 for all 
u in K, which contradicts assumption (1). Thus, if I] x0 /I < r, conclusion (2) 
follows with A0 = 0. Next assume that ]I 4 I] = Y. We have to prove that, for 
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some ha 3 0 and some v,, E J((x,), - hs~~,, E K. Suppose, by contradiction, that 
this is not the case. So the sets K and {- hJ(x,), h 3 0) are disjoint. Since 
both sets are convex and weakly closed, and K is weakly compact it follows 
that there exists y E X such that 
sup{- h(a, y) : h > 0, a E J(xJ} < inf{(u, y) : 24 E K}. (3) 
Now either 
(i) (z1, y) < 0 for some w E J(xs) 
or 
(ii) (27, y) > 0 for all z, E: 1(x0). 
If (i) occurs then the leftside of (3) is + co, and we arrive to a contradiction. 
If (ii) occurs we see that the leftside of (3) is equal to zero. So, if we replace y 
by Y + -0 , E > 0, we see that (ZJ, y + EX~) = (v, y) + E 11 x0 II2 > E 11 x0 /12. 
Thus the replacement of y by y + ENVY does not alter the value of the left hand 
side of (3). Moreover if P > 0 is sufficiently small, it follows from the bound- 
edness of K that an inequality like (3) still holds for y replaced by y + EX~ . So, 
hereafter we assume that (3) holds and that y satisfies the inequality 
(% Y) > 0 (4) 
for all ZI E J(xo). Now we claim that for p > 0 sufficiently small we have 
II 3c, - PY II .< r. (5) 
Assuming that this has been proved, the proof is completed as follows. From 
(5) it follows that there exists xi E B, such that py = zio - xi . We observe 
that (3) holds with y replaced by py. So from (3) it follows that 
(u, x0 - x1) > 0 for all u in K, which contradicts hypothesis (1). Thus the 
sets K and {- hJ(xo), h 2 0} are not disjoint. Let us complete the proof of 
the lemma by proving (5). The mapping m --f $ // x \I2 has J as its subdifferen- 
tial, Browder [3]. So 
3 II x0 II2 b 4 II x0 - PY IIf + Mxo - PY), PYLY). (6) 
Since (J(x,), y) > 0, it follows from the upper-semicontinuity of J from X, 
endowed with the strong topology, to 2 XI X* endowed with the weak topol- , 
ogy, that (1(x0 - py), y) > 0 for small p. Then inequality (5) follows imme- 
diately from (6). The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It suffices to prove that 0 E R(T + N,). (Indeed to 
prove that an arbitrary u E X* is in the range of T + N, we replace the map- 
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ping T by the mapping T, defined by T,(x) = T(x) - u, and then prove that 
0 is in the range of T, + N, .) Let (1 be the collection of all finite subsets F 
of B, containing 0. For each F ~/l denote by C, its convex hull. We then 
apply the monotone extension theorem, Browder [3], to the monotone set 
M = G(N,) n (C, x X*) and the mapping - T of C, into 2x*. So there 
exists xF E CF and uF E T(x~) such that 
(- uF - u, XF - x) > 0 (7) 
for all [x, u] in M. Now for each F, E fl, define vf-4 = {xF : F r) F,), and let 
VF, denote the weak closure of VF, . By the reflexrvrty of X, the sets rF are 
weakly compact, and since they have the property of the finite intersection 
it follows that there exists a point x,, in their intersection. We shall prove that 
OE(T+N,.)(XJ. Let%EB,andletF,,E(lbesuchthatxO,%EF,,.Since 
&J E vFo , it follows that there exists a sequence {xi} z {xFi} C VFo, which 
converges weakly to x0. In view of (7) it follows that there exists 
~j = UF E T(xj) such that 
(- uj - u, xj - x) 3 0 (8) 
for all [R, u] in G(N,) n (C,, >i X*). In particular, if u. E N,(x,) we have 
(- Uj - UO y Xj - X0) 3 0. 
So lim sup(ui , Sj - x0) < 0, and by the pseudo-monotonicity of T, it 
follows that there exists P E T(x,) such that 
lim inf(zlj , xi - X) 3 (9 x0 - Z). (9) 
On the other hand, it follows from (8) that (uj , xi - 3) < - (g, xi - a) for 
any ti E N,(Z). In particular we can take v = 0, and then we have 
lim inf(ui , G~j - .V) < 0. (10) 
Thus (9) and (10) give that (ti, x0 - .v) < 0. Applying the lemma we conclude 
that there exists X, > 0 and u. E J( x o) such that - &,v, E T(x,), which means 
that 0 E T(x,) + N,(x,). The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Final Remarks. Theorem 2 under the further hypothesis that T is bounded 
(i.e., for each bounded subset B of X, the subset T(B) = U{T(x) : x E B} 
of X* is bounded) has been proved by Browder [3]. Since a coercive mapping 
T satisfies the boundary condition of Theorem 2, it follows that “a pseudo- 
monotone coercive (not necessarily bounded) mapping of X to 2X* has all 
of X* as its range”. This result has been first proved by Peter Hess, and it is 
included in a forthcoming joint paper of his and Felix E. Browder, “Non- 
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linear operators of monotone type in Banach spaces”. Finally we remark that 
our Theorem 1, when applied to upper semicontinuous functions on the 
n-dimensional Euclidean space gives a generalization of Kakutani’s fixed 
point theorem. Instead of Kakutani’s condition of a self-mapping of the unit 
ball into itself, we assume a Leray-Schauder type boundary condition. 
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